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Title: The Necessity of Armed and Unarmed Guards in Tucson, AZ

Find out why selecting our trusted security guard services from Treadstone Protection
ensures the best security..
Tucson, Arizona is a city characterized by its vibrant culture, picturesque landscapes, and
bustling downtown. Yet like any other thriving metropolis, the need for safety and security
remains paramount. This is where the concept of armed and unarmed guards comes into play.
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These professionals are hired to safeguard properties, businesses and individuals ensuring
peace of mind for residents in an increasingly unpredictable world.

Armed guards are often employed in situations that require a higher level of security. Equipped
with weapons such as guns or tasers, they provide a formidable deterrent against potential
criminals or intruders. Their presence alone can make people think twice before engaging in
illegal or harmful activities. They undergo rigorous training to handle high-risk situations
effectively and safely while being certified to carry firearms.

Unarmed guards on the other hand may not carry lethal weapons but serve as an effective first
line of defense against lesser threats. They focus more on preventive measures - monitoring
surveillance systems, controlling access at points of entry, conducting routine patrols, and
providing general protection services without resorting to force unless absolutely necessary.

The choice between hiring armed or unarmed guards largely depends on the nature of your
needs. If you run a business that deals with valuable items like jewelry stores or banks then
having an armed guard would be beneficial due to the high-risk factor involved. However, if
you own a small retail store or office building where threats are less imminent then an
unarmed guard would suffice.

In Tucson AZ specifically, both types of guards find their place within different sectors quite
fittingly. With growing crime rates around certain areas in recent years there has been an
upsurge in demand for private security services featuring both armed and unarmed personnel.

For instance, shopping malls hire unarmed guards for regular patrolling duties while ATM
centers prefer employing armed guards due to increased risks associated with money
handling operations. Schools choose unarmed guards focusing on preventative measures
while nightclubs and bars often opt for armed guards due to the presence of alcohol which
could potentially escalate situations.

However, the implementation of these services goes beyond mere necessity. It reflects a
commitment toward community safety and well-being. By hiring professional security
personnel, Tucson businesses and residents are not just protecting their own interests but
also contributing towards maintaining peace in their city.

To conclude, the roles of armed and unarmed guards are equally essential in shaping a secure
environment in Tucson AZ. The need for such professionals is an undeniable reality that
mirrors the challenges posed by modern-day society. Their contributions to public safety



should be recognized as they continue to ensure that Tucson remains a place where its people
can live, work and enjoy life without fear.
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Frequently Asked Questions

What types of services does Treadstone Protection Agency in Tucson, AZ offer?

Treadstone Protection Agency offers both armed and unarmed security guard services,
including personal protection, event security, patrol services, and residential and commercial
property protection.
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Treadstone Protection Agency

Phone : (520) 496-4332

Email : [email protected]

City : Tucson

State : Arizona

Zip : 85719

Address : 2008 E Broadway Blvd unit 300

Google Business Profile

Google Business Website

Are the guards at Treadstone Protection Agency trained for both armed and unarmed situations?

Yes, all guards at Treadstone Protection Agency are thoroughly trained for a variety of
situations. Armed guards receive additional training on weapon usage, legal boundaries,
conflict de-escalation techniques and more.

How can I hire an armed or unarmed guard from Treadstone Protection Agency in Tucson, AZ?

You can hire a guard by contacting Treadstone Protection Agency directly through their
website or via phone call. The agency will discuss your needs to provide the most suitable
security solution.
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Company Website : https://treadstoneprotection.com/security-guard-services-tucson-az/
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